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CRFC Silicone Coating Restores Florida Hotel
Located on Florida’s eastern coast halfway between Orlando and Miami, the city of Port
Saint Lucie is a popular destination and halfway point for the state’s tourists. Hilton owns
a number of hotels in Port Saint Lucie, one of which is the Hampton Inn & Suites West.
When this hotel’s existing rooftop began to show signs of its age, the hotel owner called
upon manufacturer’s representative EP6 Group, Inc. to design and implement a new roof
system. In collaboration with EP6 Group, the owner chose to restore the rooftop using a
silicone coating system manufactured by Carlisle Roof Foam and Coatings (CRFC).
The goal of this restoration project was to identify any aging or deteriorating areas in the
existing rooftop and parapet walls and replace them with new products manufactured by
CRFC - restoring the rooftop to its optimal performance and preventing any future leakage
or similar deterioration issues. EP6 Group also always focuses on safety, integrated nonslip service walkways were installed, as well as trip hazards such as short pipes were
painted yellow. Drain areas were installed with contrasting color to promote faster drying.
An invaluable component of rooftop restoration projects like this is the preparation
work that takes place before construction begins. On this project, the crew spent five
days prepping the rooftop and two days installing the CRFC system. The preparation
phase began when the 11-person installation crew from EP6 Group loaded materials
and safety equipment onto the rooftop and power-washed the entire roof, including the
parapet walls. The field area of the existing 18-year-old rooftop consisted of tapered
expanded polystyrene (EPS) insulation and modified bitumen, while the vertical and
horizontal portions of the parapet walls contained a combination of modified bitumen,
spray polyurethane foam (SPF), and EPDM membrane.
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After the rooftop was cleaned, the crew extracted cored samples of
the existing rooftop materials and used infrared imaging to find wet
regions across the rooftop, determining which areas needed work
and which materials needed replacement. This testing indicated
that 10% of the rooftop’s area needed to be replaced, which was
primarily the material covering the tops of the parapet walls.
The next step in this project was to remove all existing deteriorated
material from the top of the parapet walls and replace the decking
and drip edge along these walls. Next, the SPF regions that showed
signs of blistering were removed from the vertical walls, and the
entire rooftop was power-washed a second time.
Once the preparatory work was completed, the crew from EP6 Group
primed the roof and vertical walls using CRFC’s Prime-Tek General
Purpose and Prime-Tek Bleed Block primers. As its name implies,
the Prime-Tek Bleed Block primer is a product that eliminates the
potential for bleed through of the asphaltic oils, which can discolor
the coating if not used. This combination of high-performance primers
would also enhance the roof system’s resistance to temperature
fluctuations and weatherization. After the rooftop and parapet walls
were primed, CRFC’s Seal-Tek Silicone Mastic was applied to all
seams and critical details to ensure optimal waterproof performance.
Now it was finally time to apply the silicone coating to this
22,300-square-foot rooftop. The coating chosen for this rooftop
was CRFC’s SeamlesSEAL™ ULTRA HS silicone coating, which is
especially designed for restoration products and formulated to
provide superior resistance to UV exposure, water intrusion, and
weathering. The SeamlesSEAL ULTRA HS coating also comes in a
variety of colors - tan was chosen for this rooftop.
One of the premium features of SeamlesSEAL ULTRA HS coating
is the ease of application that it provides, which was essential for
this rooftop, which contained various equipment and other rooftop
obstructions that required skilled workmanship on the part of the
installation crew. These rooftop details included numerous drains,
an elevator chute, a satellite, and a variety of vents and pipes. While

applying the CRFC coating, the team from EP6 Group custommixed coating fibers to achieve the necessary combination of sag
resistance in order to achieve the proper millage on vertical surfaces.
While EP6 Group has years of experience in the coating industry,
they also have the unique advantage of completing all construction
work in-house, which means that the quality of their workmanship
is consistent. The combination of high-quality craftsmanship and
premium roofing products enabled this project to be completed
within eight days and covered by a 10-year restoration warranty.
With a premium CRFC rooftop coating in place, the Hampton Inn &
Suites of Port Saint Lucie will now be able to keep its guests safe
and dry for years to come.
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